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Ab~i.racL Engeler's generalization of Galois theory is applied to the tree automorphism l:'roblem. 
We compute the Galois group of each instance of this problem. The group yields information en 
four aspects of problem difficulty: lower bounds for the t~me complexity of different solution 
approaches, 'hard' instances of the problem, dependence of problem ,difficulty on structural 
parameters ofthe input and relative solvability. In addition we show that an approximation f this 
information can be obtained from the group of the problem of finding 'approximate' tree 
automorphisms. 
1. Introduction and oven:~ew 
The analysis of algorithms and of the computational complexity of algorithnlic 
problems has led to increased interest in the study of structural properties of 
problems that affect heir difficulty. Classical Galois theory has provided the solution 
of the problem of the solvability of a polynomiial equation over a field by radicals. In 
[2, 3, 5] Eageler has generalized essentia I algorithmic aspects of classical Ga~ois 
theory from field theory to universal first order theori¢s with the amalgamation 
property. This generalization makes the theory applicable to various other 
algorithmic problems. In [zl] Engeler has applied the generalized Galois theory to the 
knapsack problem. Further applications can be found in [5] In this paper we apply 
Galois theory to the tree automorphism problem, a problem simple enough to permit 
a compact tutorial exposition. The work is based on Engeler's techniques from E4] 
and numerous discussions with him. 
We first recall the concepts of rooted tree and tree automorphisra and then give an 
informal descr~,ption f the, tree auiomorphism problem. 
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Definition 1:~.1. Let V be a finite set, E a subset of V x V and r an eler;aent of V. We 
s:y that the triple T=(V,  Er)  is a rooted tree, if it has the following 
properties" 
(1) (Vv s V-{r})(-:]Vw s V-{v})((w, v)s  E); 
(2) (Vw~ V)((w,r )~E A(w, w)¢E).  
The elements of V are called vertices, the elemerts of E edges and r is called the 
root. 
Example 1.1. Let N denote the set of natural ~aumbers, N+:=N-{0} and let 
(m, h)E N+'< N. Set 
~',,,.~, : : {(j, i)~ Nx NIO~</<~h, O<~i <~ m i -  1}, 
E,.~.h : :--{{(j, i), (j', i'))~ ~--,.h X V,,,h i(j'=-j+ 1) A (m • i ~< i '< m ' (i + 1))} 
~"'~rm, h = (0, m Then T,,.h'--( ~" Emh, r , , .h) isarootedtree;wecai i i t them-ary , .4~*.  , , J ] .  .~  V Fn .h ,  , 
trpe of height h, because each vertex which is not an endpoint has outc~egree m. 
I)efinifioa 1.2. An automorphism of a rooted tree T = (V, E, r) is a bijective 
mapping f :  V-÷ V with the property 
(Vv, we V)t(v. w)eEe~( f (v ; , f (w) )eE) .  
A partial automorphism of T is a partial injective mapping f "  V~ V which is the 
restriction to its domain dom (f') of some automorphism f of T. 
It is immediate that any automorphism of a rooted tree maps the root to itself. 
Let T = ( V, E, r) be a rooted tree. We denote by TAPo.T the problem of finding 
one (non-trivial) autcmorphism of T. We denote by TAFA.r the problem of finding 
all automorphisms of 7: We write TAPo or TAPA if we do nv~t refer to a specific tree. 
We write TAP if we also do not refer to the number of solutions ought, and TAPT if 
we refer to a specific tree but not to the number of solutio~ls ought. 
It would go beyond the scope of this work to review the e~;sential concepts of 
generalized Galois theory. We only remark that it specializes to cla:~sical Galoi~, 
theory if one specializes model to field and problem to polynomial equation. We use 
[5! as standard v,~erence to generalized Galois theory and follow the notation 
proposed there. 
An approach for a problem &(x) in our ~e~se'. is gwen by a subset L* of a formal 
language L of a theory F ,~f ~b and a di~*. inguisbed family of quantifier-free formulae 
(a, v ) with parameter a and free variable v such that 0 (a, v) ~ L* (a). We associate 
program instructions with the symbols in L*. Constant and function symbols in L* 
induce assignment instr~Jcfions with constan~ts and function procedures on the 
right-hand side of the assignment symbol. Predicate symbols in L*-{¢;} induce 
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conditional instructions. The formula g~(a, v) induces all assignment instructions 
with values gi(a) on the right-hand side of the assignment symbol such 
that ds(a, gi(a)) holds in the model of F considered. Finally, a program associated 
with an approach may contain only instructions induced by the pair (L*, ~)  
We refer to [3, pp. 7--8] for more detailed descriptions of these classes of 
programs. 
~'e now sketch the two approaches for the TAP considered in Section 2. Both 
make use of a preconditioning like the linear 'bottom up' tree labeling of [1, pp. 
84-85]. Approach 1 is typically represented by an obvious a!gcrithm of vertex 
assignment by trial and error. Approach 2embraces algorithms that proceed in a 'top 
down', level-oriented traversal of the tree. ~.s expected, the ft'st approach as a 
lower bound for the relative :ime complexity exponential in ]V'I for TAPA (Corollary 
2.1.2). The second approach as the (sharp) lower bound of the height of the tree for 
TAPo on 2-ary trees (Corollary 2.2.3 and Lemma 2.2.5). For TAP,, it h~.s a lower 
bound expon~ential in I~ ], but smaller than that of the first approach (Corollary 
2.2.2). All these lower bounds are obtained from the order of the group of the TAP. 
They are calculated for m-ary trees because the arithmetic expression representing 
the order .pf the group of the TAP suggests that these trees are hard instances of the 
problem. This agrees with the observation [11, 10, 6], namely that certain ver,, 
regular graphs can pose considerable difficulties to all known graph isomorphism 
algorithms. 
The difficulty of the second approach is strongly affected by both the height of a 
tree ar, d the number and sizes of 'isomorphic ramifications' on each of its levels. This 
is mirrored in the structure of the grouD G of the TAP as follows (T~eorem 3.1): G 
is a wreath product [7, Definition 15.1] of h symmetric groups, where h is the 
height of T. The degree of each of these symmetric groups depends only on the 
number and sizes of the above mentione0 classes of 'ramifications'. This permits 
one to compute the group of the TAP directly from structural parameters of the 
tree. 
The level structure of a rooted tree enables one to introduce /-approximate 
at, tomorphisms. These are bijections of the vertices that satisfy the automorphism 
conditions for all vertices up to level i (but ~ot necessarily far other vertices, see 
Definition 4.2). The problem TAP, of finding/-approximate tr e automorphisms 
~Defi,~ition 4.3) is investigated by generalized Galois theory, too. Its group contains 
the group of the TAP (Corollary 4.1). More geTaerally, the group of the problem of 
determining i-approximate automorphisms contains the group of the problem of 
determining (i+ 1)-approxinaate automorphisms (Corollary 4.2(a)). Cleariy, the 
group of the problem of ,determining h-appronimate automorphisms, w'lere h is the 
height of the tree, is the group of the TAP. This permits one to compdte an 
approximation of the group of the TAP from approximate tree automorphisras. 
The second approach ~or the TAP does not yield all solution'., of TAP, for 
0 ~ i ~< h - 1 (Theorem 4.2) even though it is founded on the level concept. The proof 
of this fac~ is based on Theorem 8.4 of [5]. 
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2. A formalization of· the tree automorphism problem· fiud lower bounds for its 
coniplexi:·:y relative (0 two solution approaches 
In this section we describe two solution approaches for the TAP. We present 
variants of a formal language and of axioms designed to capture the essential features 
of these approaches and prove that the first order theory of these axioms has the 
amalgamation property. We commence with sk'etching the solution approaches. 
Approac& 1. This 'naive' approach does not use any of the information available 
from the level structure of the tree. It generates all possible permutations of V - {r} 
and then checks which of them are automorphisms of the tree. It takes as auxiliary 
problem the ex(ension of the domain of a partial injective map~ .. ,~ f: V ~ V to a 
further vertex in V. Thus it starts with the mapping r: r ~ r definea v .. ,.v on the root r 
of the tree T and repeatedly extends it under preservation of injectivity to one 
additional vertex until it is defined on all of· V. After each extension step it checks 
whether an assignment has been made that prohibits further extension to an 
automorphism. 
Approach 2. This, approach takes into account that an automorphism can only 
permute vertices of the same level, i.e. distance from the root. Proceeding in a top 
down tree traversal it repeatedly extends a partial injective mappingf: V ~ V to all 
vertices of the next level while preserving injectivity: Starting with the mapping 
r: r ~ r defined just on the root of the tree l' it extends r to all immediate successors 
of the root, then to all vertices of the next level, etc. After each extension it checks 
whether an . assignment has been made that prohibits further extension to an 
automorphism. Finally, it reaches the endpoints of the tree where it halts. 
2.1. Approach 1 
We now outline a formal language L 1 for the TAP which is designed to describe the 
first solution approach'. The objects of the theory r 1 of Approach 1 are the vertices of 
the tree, sets of vertices and· partilll injective mappings f: V ~ V. We ·sometimes 
consider su~h a mapping as a subset of V x V arid write (v, w) E j for f(v) = w; We 
introduce constant syinbols r, V2, •• .. , vn for the vertices of V, where r denotes the 
root ofT, V~ for{r}~ vI for vI-l U{Vi}, 2:s;;i ~n; and denote theniapping{(r, r)} by 
r. We use as variable symb~ls: for vertices: v,~, v', w', .. . , and for partial injective 
mappings-from V i.nto V: f, g~ f, g', .... We ~se the function symbol dom in the usual 
sense: dom(n ·is the set of vertices in'V ~n which! is' defined. The binary function 
symbol Ex 1 takes one mapping and one. vertex as arguments: g= Ex 1 (I, w) denotes 
" . (dom(f)=VI ~g·=fu{(vi+1t:w)}, 
ieO •...• n-l} .. 
i.e. g is'Lhe smallest extension of I mapping the next vertexontow .. The unary 
function symbol F maps mappings into mappings according to the axioms (F1: ... F2) 
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below. The predicate symbol E denotes the edge relation: vEw denotes that there is 
a directed edge ftomvto w in T. The unary predicate symbol B takes a mapping! as 
argument: B(f) denotes that! can be extended to an automorphism of T; an 
algorithm for checking the property deno~ed by B in time linear in I vi if, contained in 
Example 3.2 of [1, pp. 84-85]. The binary predicate symbol R 1 takes mappings as 
arguments: fR 1 g denotes that g is an extension of! to the next vertex. Finally the 
unary predicate symbolsDi on mappings are introduced in order to permit the 
abbreviation D: (f) := (dom(f) = V:), 1 ~ i ~ n. 
Let us sketch how to axiomatize the simple theory 1"1 of Approach 1 to the TAP. 
We first have to say that we consider only rooted trees with root r. We also want ta 
assign a canonical direction to the edges, namely from the vertex nearer to the root to 
the vertex farther from the root. That r is the root follows from (Vv)( -, vEr); that Tis 
a tree from 
(Vv)(Vv')(Vw)(vEw A v'Ew)=;>v = v') and (VW)( A -'vEW)~w = r 
v;o<v 
and this also determines the direction of the edges. The meaning of the predicate 
symbol B is characterized by the following axioms: 
(Bl) ('ff)( D!(f) ~ (B(f}~.;: ~ (vEw ~ !(v)Ef(wn)); 
(B2) (Vf)( -,D!(f) ~ (B(f) ~ ~ B(Ex 1(f, w»)). 
The meaning of the predicate symbol R t is characterized by the axiom 
The meaning of the function symbol F is characterized by the axioms: 
(Fl) F(r) = r; 
(F2) (Vf, g)(g ¢ r => (F(g) = ! ~ !Rlg». 
The meaning of DUf) is dom(f) = vl, 1 ~ i ~ n, as already remarked. A!" we 
consider only injective mappings we add the axiom (Vf)(Vv)(Vw)(f(v) = f(w) ~ l; = 
w). We also want the axioms 
(01) (Vf)CYtD:(f»); 
(C) (Vv)(Y1V= v} 
Consider the sublanguage L 1* of L 1 having as constant symbols: r, V2 • ••• , Vn and r, 
as variable symb()ls: {; g; f' ,:g', ... as function symbol F and as predicate symbols: E, 
vi. B andRt. This sublanguage is sufficient in order to ex,press the TAP, namely 
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Aut ( f ) :=B( / )^D~([ ) ,  and the auxiliary problem fX~g'=-fR~g ^Big) .  We now 
have to prove the amalgamation property of F ~ relative to L 1.. This is done via a 
series of lemmata. 
Lerana 2.1.1. All models of F ~ are finite. 
Proof. The universe of a model of F t is two-sorted; one part consists of the rooted 
tree T an ~ the other part of a subset of the set of partial injective mappings from V 
into V. l~tence, the t:niverse of a model of F ~ is fnite. 
Lemma 2.1.2. For each choice of a diagram A '~ consistent with F ~ the following 
statements hold: 
(a) There exists a maximal model C 1 of F1u  A '1. 
(b) All models of F 1 ~ A '1 are submodels of the maximal model C 1 . 
Proof. (a) The, universe of C ~ consists of the rooted tree characterized by A '~ and the 
set of all partial mappings from V into V; it is clear that this induces a maximal 
model. 
(b) This follows immediately from (a) and the proof of Lemma 2.1.1. 
Consider the maximal model C ~ and any mappiing ¢ from V into V. We set 
Succ(f):={glfR~g}, Succ+(/):={g[fR~g ^~(g)} and Succ-(f):={/;lfR~g ^ -~ 
B(g)}. 
Lemma 2.1.3. Le/ a be any partial L ~* model automorphism ofthe maximal model C ~ 
of F ~ u A'. Then, for f ~ dom(a), ISucc+(f)l--Is,acc+( (f))l and ISucc-(f)l-- 
Isucc-( (/))l 
Proof. Let d = Idom(f)l, f' := a(f) .  Then ISucc(f)l = n - d. Because a is a partial L ~* 
model automorphism we have dom(f )= dom(f') anti thus [St~cc(f)[ = ]Succ(f')]. As 
Succ(f )=Succ+(f)uSucc-( f )  it suffices to show that iSuec÷(/)l=lsuec+(r)l, if 
C1~ ~B(f) ,  then Succ+(i)= 0. Be, ause a is a partiall L 1. model automorphism we 
also have CI~B( f ' ) ,  hence Succ+(/')=9, too, and the assertion follows in this 
case. It remains to consider the case ClUB(f) .  Then also Cl~B(f ' ) ,  hence 
Succ+(f) # O and Succ+(f ')# 13. Let g be any total tree automorphism extending f 
and g' any total tree automorphism extending f'. We claim that the mapping 
ig, g,:Succ+(f)->Succ(f ') defined by h~->g'og-loh as as image Succ+(f ') and is a 
bijection from Succ+(f) onto Succ+(f'). We first show that ig, g,(h)~ Succ+(f ') for all 
h ~Succ ( f ) .  As h ~ Succ+(f) there is a total tree automorphism h* extending h. 
When g'og-~oh* is a total tree automorphism (as composition of three total 
automorphisms) and g'og-lo h* extends ig, g,(h), hence ig, g,(h) ~ Succ +(['). Next we 
show that ig, g, is injective. Let hi, h2 s Succ+(f) and i~:.g,(h D = i~,~,(h2). Then, for any 
vsdom(hl)=dom(h2) we have g'(g-l(hl(v))=g'(g-l(h2(v)). But g and g' are 
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bijective mappings as total tree aatomorphisms. Hence, hi(v) = h2(v)  and h i  = h2. 
Finally, we show that i~.~, is surjective. Let h' be any element of Succ ÷(]'). We have to 
show that h :=gog'-loh'sSucc+(]'). Let D :=dem(f )=dom([ ' ) .  As h~o=gi~9 =]" 
and ~jo [ we have ,-1 , ,  = gog onlo =f, hence h ~Succ(f). Let h'* be any total tree 
automorphism extending h'. Then gog'-~oh'* is a total tree automorphism (as 
composition of three total tree automorphisrns) extending h. Hence, C ~ ~:B(h) and 
h e Succ+([). Thus i~.~, is surjective, t,ao, Is ,~cc+([) l  = Isucc+(f)l and the assertion 
follows. 
Lemma 2.1.4. Let ~ be any partial L ~* model automorphism o] C ~, g be any partial 
in]ective mapping from V into V and a be not defined on g. Then there exists an 
extension a' o[ a to g which is a parti~,',l L 1. model a,aomorphism o[ C ~. 
Proof. Assume first that there is at~ [ ¢ dom(c~) with g s Succ(/). Then the assertion 
follows immediately from Lemma 2.).3 by choosing for a'(g) any element of 
Succ+(a([)) if g~Succ+([) and any element of Succ-(a([))  if g e Succ-(/). Now 
assrme that there is no [ ~ dom(t~) with g e Succ([). Then there is a finite sequence 
(go,..o ,g,,) of partial injective mappings from V into V such that go,dora(a) ,  
g~ = g and gi.l ~ Succ(g~), i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  m - 1. By an induction based on the validity 
of the first part of tile proof there exists a sequence (ao , . . . ,  a~) oi partial L ~* model 
automorphisms of C ~ such that ~o = a and a~ extends a~_~ to g~, 1 ~< i ~< m. Thus, we 
can take a,, for a '  
Lemma 2.1.5. I "1 has the amalgamation property relative to L ~* 
Proof. This follows with Lemma 4.3 of [5] from Lemmata 2.1.1, 2.1.2(b) and 2.1.4. 
Lemma 2.1.6. Let f and [' be partial in]ective mappings from V inte V such that in C 
the following holds" B(fL ~(f') and, ]:or some ] ~ {1, . . . ,  n}, Di(f)  and Di(['). Then 
there exist~ a partial L ~* automorphism o[ C 1 which mal~s f onto f . 
Proof. By induction on ]. The assertion is trivially true for j = 1 because then f and f' 
must both be r in order that B( f )  and B(f') can hold. Assume that the assertion holds 
for ] = m - 1 < n ; we show that it holds for ] = m. Now consider an arbitrary pair 
(f, f )  where B([),  B(f'), D,,,([. and D,~(f') hold. Then there is a unique pair (g, g') 
1 1 with gR if and g'R if'. As then B(g), B(g'), D,,-1 (g) and D,,_~ (g') must hold and as 
the assertion is assumed to be true for m-1  there exist,3 a partial L 1. model 
automorphism ct of C 1 carrying g into g'. By Lemma 2.1.4 a can be extended to f. 
Using the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.1.3/jr.  is such an extension and it maps f
onto  f t .  
Notation 2.1.1. We denote by c ~, 1 ~< i ~ n, the common value of ]Succ +([)1 for all 
mappings [ such that B(f) and D~ (f) hold. 
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In the following, if G and H are permutation groups of finite degree ~ ,,re denote by 
G,H the wreath product [7, Definition 15.1] of G and H. We ,',~aite X~( f  ', f )  for 
f'X~[. Let A 1 be the diagram in L 1. of F ~ describing just the t:ee T and r. 
Lemma 2.1.7. G*,(Aut) =S~,._,,. • • ,S~|. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 2, then ~../*, (Aut) = S~ because there is a 
single solution bl, which satisfies the formulae Au~ ~b~) and rR ~b~ and these formulae 
are the relevant fcrmulae of L :*. Now assum,.~ the assertion has been proved for 
n =m- i .  Consider the problem Autlm-l(f '~ =B( f ' )^D~- j ( f ' ) .  By the induction 
• :g 1 A m-~ is a splitting diagram for hypothesis Ga,(Autm-~) =Sck~* ' ' "  *S~, If 1 
Aut~,,_~, then G*~_, (Aut)= S~_,, with ~: =r-Tin-2 1 H~=I c~, where for any finite permu- 
tati, m group G and any natural number k ~> 1 we denote by G k the direct product of 
k copies of G. Hence, from Lemma 2.'.4, G*, (Aut)= S~,._,,S~2,_ 2,. • . ,S,| .  
Theerem 2.1.1. Let c~ := lSucc+(f)! where dom(f )= V~, 1 ~< i ~n-  1. Then 
A ~ -: l,Jg(ci c, max {log(c~ l)} 
i=1  . j= l  l<~i<~n--1 
is a lower bound for the comple city of TAPA rehltive to A,oproach 1. 
Proof. From [5, Corollary 92]  such a lower bound is 
loglG*, (Aut)l/rr,/ax { log lG~( f , , (x l ( [ ' .  f ) ) l} .  
Fr~rr, Lemma 2.1~7, 
loglG*,(Aut)l ,,,,,1¢ ~ :: . . . ,S~ l= log(c~!) • " ,v l~ loc . _ l  [ • C i • 
i=1 i=1 
As Ci~,~o)(X (f ,]~))= S~ the assertion follows. 
Simplifying the ex',Jrcssion for A~, yields: 
Carotlary 2.1ol. I4' th :he notation of Theorem ZI . I  let no:=max{ilc~ >>-C~k, 1 <~i <~ 
n- I  l<~k<-'-_i}.If 1 ~"o-~ , ,,o > I, then lii=l c~ is a lower boundforthe complexity of TAPA 
relative to Approat h 1. 
The next resul provides a lower bound for the relative complexity of a class ,,~. ~'" 
'hard' instances d the problem• 
Coroil/ary 2.1.2. m !~,,,-mvo,-~) is a lower bound/Dr the complexity of TAPA relative 
to Approach 1 for m-ary trees of height h. 
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ProoL Immediate from Theorem 2.1.1 and the observation that c~ = m- j ;  if the 
vertices of the tree are n, umbered from the root to the endpoints and it ~- 1 -  
]rood m and O~<j<m-  1. 
2.2. Approach 2
We now indicate some of tile modifications of L 1 which yield the formal anguage 
L 2 that describes the s cond solution approach. If h is the height of tree T then the 
constants V~, 1 ~< i ~< n, of L a are replaced bythe constants V2, 0 ~< / ~< h, in L 2, where 
V 2 denotes the sequence of vertices of T at distance ] from the root in some, but 
fixed, order; we do not always differt:ntiate between asequence and itsunderlying 
set. We can characterize the sets denoted by the V~ formally by 
V0 2 ={r} and we V 2 ¢~V,,(v~ V2-, ^ yEw), l~j'-~h. 
These characterizations are part of the axioms of the theory F 2 of Approach 2; 
additional remarks on F 2 will be made further below. As we make use of sequences 
of vertices, too, W, W' , . . .  are variable symbols for sequences of vertices of length 
smaller than n. We denote by ]W[ the length of the sequence W and by W~, 1 ~< i <~ n, 
the ith element of the sequence W. The binary function symbol Ex 2 takes one 
mapping and one sequence of vertices as arguments: g = Ex2(f, W) denotes 
A (dom(f)= U v 2 U ((v~),,  w,.))), 
1 <~i<~ h 1 <~i<~i - 1 1 ~i~[ V~] 
i.e. g is the extension of f to V 2 mapping the first element of V 2 onto the first 
element of W, etc. The binary predicate symbol R 2 takes mappings as arguments: 
fR 2g denotes that g is an extension o f / to  the vertices of the next level. Finally, the 
unary predicate symbols D 2 replace the symbols D~ of L 1 and D2(f) denotes 
dom(f) = U v2, 0 ~</'-¢~ h. 
O~i~i  
Let us indicate some of the modifications of F 1 which yield F 2, the theory of 
Approach 2. In (B1) and (B2) the symbol D~ is replaced by the symbol D~ and the 
axiom (R ~) is replaced by 
(R (vr)(vg)(m g o v g = Ex (f, w)). 
IM I 
Axiom (D l) is replaced by 
(D 2) ('¢f)(iV=oD2(f)). 
In axiom (F2), R ~ is replaced by R 2 and Ex 2 replaces Ex ~ in (B2). 
For technical reasons we sketch variants of the language L ~ and theory F 2. Let T' 
be a subtree of T. Then the language L2(T ') has an additional binar.;" predicate -- r. 
that takes mappings as arguments and the theory F2(T') contains the a~iom (kindly 
suggested to us by P. Horfik) 
(H) f----" T 'g  ~ f iT '  = glT'" 
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"hus - r, ,denotes an equivalence r lation on the mappingsf: V-~ V and solutions of 
the problem are ~o more mappings ]' but equwalence classes of mappings f for the 
equivalence relation - r,. We leave it to the reader to introduce additional symbols 
for equivalence classes of mappings in LE(T') and to characterize them appropriately 
in F2(T'), We use the same symbols for mappings and equivalei~ce classes of 
mappings if the meaning is clear from the context. 
Finally, we redefine the problem as Aut( f ) := B( f )^ Dh(f) and take as auxiliary 
problem [X2g := fR2g A B(g). The sublanguage L 2. of L 2 has as constant symbols: 
r, v2, ., v, and I", r_s function symbol: F and as predicate symbols: Z, D 2, B and R 2 . . . .  .d 
an analogous remark holds for L2(T')~. We now come to checking the amalgamation 
property for/-,2 and/"2(T') relative to L 2. and L2(T') *. The following two lemmata 
are completely analogous to Lemmata 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 and hence szated without 
proof. 
Lemma 2.2.1. (a) All models of .U 2 are finite. 
(b) For each subtree T' of T, all models of/-,2(T,) are finite. 
Lemma 2.2.2. For each choice of a diagram A '2 consistent with, F 2 t~e following 
.:tatements hold: 
(a) There exists a maximal model C 2 of F2u A '2. 
(b) All models of A2u A '2 are submodels 9f the maximal model C 2. 
The analogous tatements hold ]:or F(T'! /'or each subtree T' of T. 
We leave it to the reader to convince himself that, with the obvious w,adifications, 
Lemmata "~. 1.3 and 2.1.4 carry over to F 2 and L2* and to F2(T') and L2(T')* for each 
subtree T' of T. Hence, again by Lemma 4.3 of [5], Lemmata 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 yield: 
Lemma 2.2.3. (a) F 2 has the amalgamation proFerty relatwe to L 2.. 
(b) For each subtree T' of T, F2(T ') has the amalgamation property relative to 
L2(T') *. 
We first consider the theory /-,2. If 2 Di ( f )  and B([) hold, then we set 
2 
cj := [{g[fX2g}[, 0 <~ ] <~ h - 1; that c 2 is well-defined isshown by an argument similar 
",o that used in the proof of Lemma 2.1.6. Let A:' be the diagram in L 2. of 1-,2 
describing just the tree T and the naapping r. 
Lemma 2 .2 .4 .  G*2¢Aut )  = Sd,_,  *" • • *Sc~, 
Proof. Analogous to proof of Lemma 2.1.7. 
Theorem 2.2.1. 
A 2 ~'( "~/ = log (c~ !) Jf-I ~ c~ max {log(el! )} 
i=0  k=O /#0~<j<~h-  1 
is a lower bound for the complexity of TAPA relative to Approach 2. 
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Proof. Analogous to proof of Theorem 2.1.1. 
Corollary 2.2.1. Let no:=max{]]c~ >~c2k, O~/ : : zh -  1, O~k ~/}. I f  C2,o > 1, then 
I-Ino - 1 ,, ~=o c~ is a lower bound ]'or the. 9mplexity oT T/~PA relative to Approach 2. 
Corollary 2.2.2. Am, h2 :=m !o,,~-,-1)/t,~-1~ is a lower bound for the complexity of TAPA 
relative to Approach 2 for m-ary trees of height h. 
Proof° Immediate from Theorem 2.2.1 and the observation that c~ = m! m', 0~ </~< 
h-1 .  
Notat ion  2.2.1. Let T,,,h denote the m-ary tree of height h and let us rename the 
vertices of Tm, h according to Example 1.1 such that 
(i) {rio,. . . ,  Vim~-~ } is exactly the set of vertices at distaoce ] from the root, 
0~<]<~h, and 
(if) viiEvi+t.k holds exactly for k~{m • i, m • i+ 1, . . . ,  m • (t+ 1)-1}, 0~]<~ 
h- l ,  O<-i <~mi-1. 
Let T' .h denote the induced subt:ee of T,,.h on the vertex set {vj~iO<~j<~h, 
0 ~< i ~ m - 1}. For the following result we consider ~he theory FE(T~, h). 
Corol lary 2.2.3.  2 , A ,tt( T2,h ) - -  h is a lower bound for the complexity of TAPu rehxtive 
to Approach 2 [or 2-ary trees o[ height h. 
2 r 2 t 
Proof,, Let a (T2,h) b,~ the diagram of F (TE,h) in L2(T~.h )* describing just the tree 
T2.h and the mapping r. We show by induction on h > 1 that G*~(r~.~(Aut)= S *h, 
where for any finite permutation group G we denote, by G *h the wreath product of h 
copies, of G if h >~ 1. For h = 2 the assertion is easily verified. Assume that the 
assertion is true for h = n - 1. Set AutO_t(/):= B( f )A  D 2"_1 (jr) and let,a" ,,_t(T~,,) be 
= S ' (2  " - t )  G*2 (Autl the direct product of a splitting diagram for Aut~_~. Then "ao_,(ri..~ '2 , 
2 "-t copies of $2, which proves the assertion for h = n. As S~ h is transiltive, Aut(f)  is 
L21T ' t  2.h )*- irreducible [5, p. 15] by Lemma 5.5 of [5]. Hence, by Corollary 9.5 of [5] 
2 t A 2.,( T2., ) i> log deg(G*:~T~..)(Aut))/maxr{log[G*~r~ (X 2 (jr, f))[} 
wliting X2(f ' , f )  for f X2f. As ~ G~, , r~(X2( / , , [ )~  ,. 2 J2 we have )~ = a2,h(T2 .h  
log 2h/l.~g 2 = h. 
We conclude our complexity considerations with the remark that the lower bound 
of Corollary 2.5 cannot be improved: 
Lemma 2.2.5. The louver bound h o]' Corollary 2.2.3 is sharp. 
Proof. The straightforward algorithm using X-" proceeds from the root to the 
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endpoints visiting each sequence of vertices V 2, 0 ~< i ~< h-  1, exactly once, thus 
making use of the auxiliary problem exactly h times. 
3. Computation of the greup of the TAP  from structural parameters of the tree 
In order to compute the group of the tree automorphism problem we had to 
consider model extensions that contain the solutions of the problem. Ir~ ~this ection 
we present a fermula describi~,g the group of the TAP such that the components of 
the formula depend only on the structure of the tr,~e T. This directly relates the 
structure of the group of the TAP :o those structural parameters of the tree that are 
connected to the difficulty of the TAP. 
Notation 3.1. Let T = ( V, E, r) be a rooted tree ot height h ~> 1. For 0 <~ k ~< h let W k 
h 2 W h wk  denote the subgraph of T induced by the vertex set [--Ji= h-k Vi ; thus = T. is a 
forest and consists of exactly nk components T k, T k which are all rooted trees • . . ,  tlk 
of height ~< k; clearly, nh = 1. For 1 ~< k ~< h and 1 <~ i <~ nk, assume that ~" ~ i , . .  . , tk'imk., 
are exactly those maximal proper subtrees of T/k thai: do not contain the root of T k. 
Depote by Aute(T) the automorphism group of a rooted tree T :estricted to the 
er dpoints. By the Jordan-P61) aTheorem [8; 9, p. 209], Aut,  (T~) is isomorphic to a 
dit'ect product of a finite number Pk.i of finite permutation groups H ~ each of which 
satisfies the following property: there exists a natural number d, ~ 1, independent of 
the isomorphism chosen, and a natural number 1~{1, . . . ,  mk.i} such that H "= 
Aut~(tk")*Sd... For 1 <~k <~h, set g(k) := l I ,~  (I-[~'l(d,[)). 
Theorem 3.1. G*2(Aut)= Sgtl)*Sgt2)*. •"*S,o,). 
Proof. By induction on h. If h = 1, T must be of the following form: the root r has m 
immediate successors and no other vertices are in T. By Lemma 2.2.4, G*2(Aut )= 
S,,,~. Now, using Notation 3.1, W 1 = T, nl = 1, m1.1 = m and the t] "1 are isolated 
vertices. As Aute(T) = S1*S,,, we have p1.1 = 1 and, as Aute(t] '1 ) = $1 for 1 ~< l <~ m, 
we have g(1) = dl! = m [. Thus the assertion is prov,~d for h = 1. Assume that the 
assertion is true for h = q - 1; we show that i~t is true for h = q. Consider the subforest 
W q-1 of T. By the induction hypothesis th,ere exist functions g~, 1 ~< i ~ nq_l with 
If 
G*~,~-,(Aut) =Sg'¢I)*' • "*S,'tq-l~, 
then set 
Aute(T)~Aute(T~L -1 )*Sd, " " Aute(T .q-1 ~','¢- 
• ' ' l t ,q . !  ~ "~Pq.a '  
Pq, 1 
g(q) := l-[ 
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Set 
As 
riq _ 1 
g(k):= I-I gi(k), l~<k<~q-1.  
i=1 
I ' i¢I - -  1 
nk(T) = ~ ni(T~ -1 ), 1 ~< k <~q - 1, 
i= l  
it follows that 
G*2(Aut) = Sg(lt)* " " " *Sg(q). 
This proves the assertion for h =q and, hence, the theorem. 
4. Computation of an approximation of tae group of the TAP front approximate 
tree automorphisms 
In Sections 2 and 3 we have computed the group of the TAPr  t!rom information 
about the automorphisms of T and about the structure of T, respecfivelty. In this 
section we compute groups that approximate the group of the TAPr  from informa- 
tion about the 'approximate' automorphi:sms of 7: We also describe in whic!h sense 
these groups converge to the group of the TAPr. 
Definition 4.1. The subtree T~ = ( V~, E,  r) of T of height i, 0 <~ i <<- h, is the induced 
I 
subtree of T over the vertex set V~ := I,_lj,,:= o V ~ k. 
Definition 4.2. An i-approximate automorphism A~ of T is a bijective mapping 
A~" V-.  V with the property 
Ailv, E Aut(T/). 
Definition 4.3. The i-approximate tree automorphism problem (short: TAPi) is the 
following: Given a rooted tree T = (V,E,  r) of height h and a natural number 
i ~ {0, 1 , . . . ,  h}, find (one, all) i-approximate automorphisms of To 
Clearly, TAPh = TAP. We now sketch t~e formal anguage Li in which we express 
the theory F~ of TAP, The objects of Fi are the vertices of the tree, sets. and 
sequences of vertices and partial injective mappings from V into V. The constant 
symbols r, v2 , ' " ,  v, and r, the variable symbols v, v ' , . . . ,  w, w', . . .  and the 
predicate symbol E are as in L1, the constant symbols V~, 0<~/--6 h, the variable 
symbols W, W' , . . . ,  the function symbol Ex 2 and the predicate symbols D~, 
0 ~< j ~< h, and R 2 are as in L2. The binary function symbol Re takes one mapping and 
one set of vertices as argument" Re(/', V2)=g denotes D 2 (g)A flY, = g. Also we 
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have a unary predicate symbol B~ which takes one mapping as argument; B~(f) 
denotes that f can be extended to an/-approximate ~:~atomorphism of 7". 
Let us indicate one of the modifications ofF 2 that yield F~, namely, the axioms (B 1) 
and (B2) arc replaced by 
(B/l) 
(B~2) 
(Bi3) 
uedom(f) wedom~) 
(Vf)(Vk > i)(D~(f) ~ (B,(f) o B,(Re(f, V 2 ))); 
(Vf)(Vk < i)(D2k~,f) :=~ (Bi([)¢~ ~ Bi(Ex2(f, W)))). 
The problem is Auti(f):= Bi(f)^ D2(f) and we can take fXig :=fKZg a Bi(g) as 
auxiliary problem. The sublanguage L* of L~ has as constant symbols: r, 02, . . . ,  v, 
and r, as function symbol: F and as predicate symbols: E, D 2 k, 0 <~ k <~ h, Bj and R 2. 
We now come to checking the amalgamation property of F~ relative to L*. The 
proofs of the following two lemmata re analogous to those of Lemmata 2.1.1 and 
2.1.2. 
Lemma 4.1. All models of F~ are finite. 
Lennna 4.2. For each choice of a diagram A[ consistent with ~ ti:e following 
statements hold: 
(a) There exists a maximal model Ci of Fi u A'i. 
(b) All models of F~ u A[ are Submodels of the maximal model C~. 
We leave it to the reader to convince himself that, with the obvious modifications, 
Lernmata 2.x.3 and 2.1.4 carry over to 1"~ and L*. Hence, again by Lemma 4.3 of [5], 
Lemmata 4.1 and 4.2 yield: 
Lemma 4.3. F~ has the amalgamation property relative to L*. 
Notation 4.1. If D~,(f) and B~(f) hold, set c:.k := [{g fX:g}[, 0<~ k <~ h - 1; that c~.k is 
well-defined follows by an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.1.6. 
Let z~i be the diagre.rn in L~* of F~ describing just the tree T and the mapping r. Let 
A2'~ be the diagrara in L 2. of F 2 describing just the tree T~ and the mapping r. Set 
,h 
nk :=IV2[, 0~<k <~h, and, for 0<~k ~<h-1, mk "=:~i=k+l nk and rk :=mk!/(mk+l!). 
Lemma 4.4. G*,(Auti)= Sc,.h_l*Sc,.h_2*"" '*Sc,.o. 
Proof. Analogous to proof of Lemma 2.1.7. 
Theorem 4.1. G*,(Aut,) = S,h_,.S,h_2,. •.*S,,*G*2.,(Aut). 
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Proof. Let z~ denote a splitting diagram and F, w,~; ~ B~(f) ^  D i ( f ) .  For 0 ~< ] ~ i - 1 
we have F~ w ,~i ~[X~g iff F 2 w z~2"i~.fX2g. For i -<- ] <~--- 1 we have F~ w z~-fX~g iff 
]-,2 ~ ~ik_.fR2 g. In this case 
c,.; = I{g lF  2  -fR2g}l = 
/=0 
(mi - l )  = mj!/(mj+ t) = rj. 
Corollary 4.1. G*2(Aut) is a subgroup of G*,(Aut). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.1. 
The following obvious corollary describes in which sense the groups of the 
approximate problems converge to the group of the TAP with increasing value of i. 
Cor,allary 4.2. (a) G*a,.~ Aut;+l) is a subgroup of G*,(Aut;). 
(b) (IG*,(Auti)[)o~i.-~h is a monotonously decreasing ]inite sequence of natural 
numbers. 
(c) IG* (Aut)l is a lower boundfor  IG*,(Aut,)l, -<h. 
We remark that the introduction of the auxiliary problem X~ was necessary 
because one cannot obtain all solutions of TAP~ by the second approach. In the 
following we present a proof of this remark which uses the !emma below. 
Lemma 4.5. With the notation of [5, p. 36] call G*' and G*A' (d~) the restrictions to 
{akl, . . . , akron} o]' G* and G* ($) 
l f  each aki, 1 ~ ] <~ ink, but no aqi, 1 <- q <- k - 1, 1 :<- ] <~ mq, is a solution of cb (x ) and ~f 
for each aqi, l <~q <- k - !, 1-< j ~ mq, there e)¢ists a constant term crqi ~. 
L*(akl,  . . . , akmk) such that F w A(a11, . . . , akmk)l-- aqi =trqi, then 
(i) Go*' -- Ga*' (4,). 
(ii) jr], d~ is solvable relative to 4,, then G'~' = G~ (d~). 
Proof. (i) By definition [5, Section 8], G* = G*(A(a11, . .o ,  akm~)/A). Because of 
the existence of the terms o-qi we can find for each formule, in L* (a t l , . . ,  akm,,) an 
equivalent formula in L~(akt , . . . ,ak , ,k ) .  Thus, the diagram A(a~: , . . . ,akm, )  
induces a diagram a(ak~,  . . . .  , ak,,k) and the latter a minimal model A(ak ~., . . . ,  ak,~,) 
of FwA(a l l , . . . , aksk) .  It follows that G* '=G*(A(ak l  . . . . .  ,ak, , ,k) /A) .  I.et 
B = {bl, . . . ,  b,} be the set of solutions of the problem and B'= {ak l ,  • • • ,  akmk}. By 
assumption we have B' ¢: B. No automorphism c~~ G* ($) can map some b e B - B' 
onto any b i ~ B'  because in the splitting mode~ of F u A the formula $(z~,, bi) is 
satisfied for some 7"keL*o(al~,. :  •, ak-l.,m,_t) while the formula ~b(~k, ~,j~' is not 
~atisfied for any term z,~ ~L*o(al l , . . . ,ak- l .m~_~).  By [5, Corollary 5.2] we have 
G* (~) "-" G* (A(b l ,  . . . , b,)/A). Hence, 
G* '  !I )--G*CA(akl. . . akm )/A) • , :~ ¢t.l 0 • 
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(ii) If ~b is solvable relative to ~, then by assumption B' ={b l , . . . ,  b,,}, thus 
G*' (~b) --- G* (~b) and the assertion follows from (i). 
We present a language L~ of a theory/~ which mirrors the attemp~ to solve the 
problem TAP~ by the second approach of Section 2 for 1 ~< i ~ h - 1. It is essentially 
equal to L~ but contains in addition the unary predicate symbol B. In A ~ the axioms 
(B1) and (B2) of F 2 are added to the axioms of F~. The problem remains Auto(I)= 
B~(f)^D2(f) but we take fXig :=fR2g ^ B(g) as attxiliary problem. The sublan- 
guage L~: of Lj has as constant symbols: r, v2 , . . . ,  v,, and r, the function symbol F 
and the predicate symbols E, D 2, 0~ < k ~< h, B~ anti .~. The check nf the amal- 
gamation property of .~i relative to L~ proceeds similarly to the one for F, and is left to 
the reader. 
Theorem 4.2. The problem Aut~ is not solvable relati;,~e to the auxiliary problem Xi. 
Proef. By observations similar to those made in Lemma 2.2.4 an~ l Corollary 2.2.2 
one finds that 
Go*' --- S¢~,_, *Sd_~*" " "*Sd 
with c~ = m i .... ,0  <~ ]-<- h - !, for m-ary trees Tm.h of height h. Setting 
/ill i) h-I 2 := ci, i-I cj 
i=o i=-=o 
one obtains ilke in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that 
G* (Aut,) --- S, , .  O~". 
Thus G* (Auti) ¢~ G*' for all trees T,n,h with m ~ 2 and h >~ 2, 0~ < i ~< h - 1. On the 
other hand, all ahi, 1 <-i-<-m! tm" '+"  .+,,o) are solutions of ~he problem because 
FuA~-B(D=}B~(D. No aq/, 1-<.q-<-h- 1, is a solution of the problem, because 
F u A t--- D~(f)---~" - IDh(f )~ and for each aq/, 1 ~ q ~ h -- 1, t~,ere xists a solution ahf, 
. ,  = F h - -a  , • withFuA(a~l , . ,  a~m~)~aqi tahch Hence, fromLemma4.5 (ii),Aut~ isnot 
solvable relative to X~. 
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